My paid full page ad in the Indianapolis newspapers
appeared the week before the election. Peterson was
running for a third term and his opponent was a very
long shot, dark horse, first time candidate named Greg
Ballard. Peterson lost and was tossed out of office.
Parking and Mayor Peterson in his Own Words
When I closed Hollywood Bar & Filmworks, I published full page essays in this paper
detailing Mayor Peterson’s bad faith dealings which eventually caused my departure,
harmed or bankrupted many of my neighbors. If you missed those essays, they are
still posted on www.filmworksonline.com and in a nutshell describe how Peterson and
Melina Kennedy significantly hurt downtown and its evening businesses by not
controlling the price of parking on city controlled properties during special events,
causing an average 735% hyperinflation of all downtown rates. The essays laid out
the specifics of Peterson’s broken pledges, double-talk, and misrepresentations in his
dealings, with me, my neighbors and the public.
As truth is an absolute defense, I even dared Peterson to debate on radio or sue for
libel if anything I said was not true. When questioned on a local radio station about
the points in my stories, he mysteriously developed phone difficulties. Can you hear
me now? The location I moved to in a suburb of Chicago called Woodridge
(population 30,000) is doing extremely well and brings more visits to this community
than the Pacers bring to downtown Indy and without pubic subsidy or taxpayer
expense. Our sales are greater than any restaurant in the State of Indiana.
Woodridge just made Money Magazines List of “the 100 Best Places to Live” for the
very first time; I am told in large part to the entertainment we provide the region.
Back in my hometown of Indy though, Mayor Peterson is running for a third term.
While the parking issue itself needs no further discussion, the Mayors bad faith
dealings and his words compared to his deeds are worth more scrutiny. The
Peterson mis-administrations response to the many letters and emails from the public
in regards to my closing are at right. Let’s look at Peterson, in his own words…..
First, regarding the statement that they “worked with the owner on a consistent basis
to address his concerns”. Talk is not action.
The last time I met with the Mayor was in a meeting in his office with dozens of other
restauranteurs, and one of the more prominent board members said to me as he
arrived, “The Mayor has always lied to us” about parking. That was true then and it is
true now. He never kept a single promise, even those made in public.
Second, while the neighborhood cooperated with his 2001 “affordable plan” we
pointed out its inherent inadequacies. It was agreed by all that if his “affordable plan”

didn’t work and that an independent study would be done, and we wanted the pricing
plan created and endorsed by dozens of neighborhood restaurants tried next. The
Peterson plan did not work. Even CIB President Fred Glass and now Deputy Mayor
Steve Campbell agreed with the need for an independent study and Glass said the
CIB would pay for it; Melina announced in a public meeting the neighborhood plan
would be tried out. The neighborhood plan had Editorial endorsements by both this
paper, The Indianapolis Star and the IBJ.
The study parameters were then decided among multiple neighborhood businesses
and Petersons economic chief Melina Kennedy approved the questions at another
public meeting. Then the Mayor abruptly canceled the promised study just before it
was to start. He then reneged on a publicly stated promise to try the neighborhoods
parking plan, and then actually raised some city controlled rates even higher than his
“affordable plan”. This was all a matter of public record. Who got to him?
Third, the “free parking” during events that Peterson is taking credit are only the 200
on-street metered spaces that have been available for decades at no charge after
6:00pm. How can anybody believe these few spaces make any material difference
on an event night given the existing demand of other downtown businesses even
before 18,000 ticket holders come down to Conseco Fieldhouse?
This is beyond comprehension, and is arrogant for Peterson to claim credit for free
evening parking at meters when evenings have been free since meters were first
installed, almost before Peterson was born.
Fourth, the “under $5 on event nights” parking he takes credit for is primarily in Circle
Centre Mall and this is a complete misrepresentation.
Everyone who has ever driven by the mall during an event has seen the “$10 special
event rate” signs out. While the Mall waves that inflated rate if you spend $20 in the
mall, the special event rate is $10, not $1. If the special event rate is really the low
price his letter says, Circle Centre would not put out a sign that says “$10 special
event rate” and once again; how does Peterson manage to take credit when this was
been in place before he took office?
The balance of the claimed 11,000 discounted spaces are blocks and blocks from the
heart of downtown and even include parking at the zoo! That’s crazy and it’s not part
of downtown! Petersons letter to the public in regards to my theaters closing, like his
press releases, are a complete distortion of the facts.
The fact of the matter is the Mayor did not do anything but talk; (which he is very good
at) but did nothing (which he is very consistent about). He has continued to
manipulate the media and the public with blue sky and rainbow letters like this one,
and once again, escaped responsibility for his actions even though communications
like this are filled with half truths, out right lies and complete distortions.

Does this sound familiar with other issues? Need other examples of leadership by
manipulation?
How about when he promised a “full, honest and open discussion” before increasing
taxpayer subsidies for the football team? It was never mentioned until after he
doubled the food & beverage tax (which costs every Marion County family about $300
annually, even before the local income tax and property tax were raised) that the
principal on the old dome’s debt had risen from $40 million when it was built to almost
$80 million when he decided to tear it down.
Should not his pledged “open discussion” have included this revelation?
The issue is not whether you do or do not support this tax increase for a new stadium.
The issue is his tactics, his failure to disclose important information and the
manipulation that goes with it.
Need another example of duplicitous dealings? How can Peterson find $11 million
dollars so that the Simon family (one of the wealthiest families in the state and big
campaign contributors) can have free parking by building them their own
downtown garage; but then he fails, lies and reneges on his pledge to the
restaurants and the people to fix the average 735% downtown parking hyper- inflation
during events caused by the charges for parking at city owned spaces? Not one
penny for restaurants; but millions for Simons parking spaces. Is that good
government?
Peterson is no friend of small business. He is no friend of employees of small
business. And he is especially no friend of the second largest industry in the state, the
restaurants. Need further proof of that?
He has turned down verbally and in writing multiple requests by restauranteurs to
have representation on the Capital Improvement Board which gets all the cash from
the doubled taxes on food and beverages. Taxation without representation might be
fundamentally un-American; but it is fundamentally Peterson.
Stocking that board with “yes men” instead of business people is exactly how $40
million dollars in increased principal on the RCA Dome goes AWOL during a budget
crunch.
Not many people know that the Union Station Parking Garage was a $15 million city
owned asset that was given away. The deed had a covenant that prohibited parking
prices over that charged at Circle Center Mall so there would be more truly affordable
parking; and when the old USA Group had control of the garage they charged
excessively and were fined $90,000 by the city.
But ….ever since Kite Development assumed ownership of the garage they also have
charged in excess of the agreement and are not only given a free hand, but again

substantially increased the rates the month after the neighborhood watch dog (that
would be me) left town, all with Peterson’s blessing.
This is the same Kite that received free land and a $25 million dollar taxpayer subsidy
for their hotel at a time when average room occupancy rates were dropping and
Indianapolis lost 2 of its 4 biggest conventions while convention center expansion is
years and years away.
Now the expansion of the old MSA site, previously one the Peterson’s highest
priorities is suddenly, quoting Peterson from a recent news article “not a priority”.
I wonder what perks he has in mind for them after the election when he can’t be held
accountable? It reminds me of the time he magically came to an agreement with Jim
Irsay to pay three quarters of a billion dollars for a new dome only a month after the
last election. If he can’t run for office on his plans and those plans cannot bear up to
public scrutiny, should Peterson be in office? Is this leadership?
In the private sector this would all be an Enron-type scandal, the shareholders would
fire the guy and the feds would investigate him. How can Indianapolis continue to
think that Peterson is good leadership?
I left Indianapolis because of the impact of this manner of local government doing the
people’s business and I continue to see many other good people migrating out of
the county too. The growth and success of neighboring counties at Marion County’s
expense is proof of that. This is precisely the dynamic of how a community turns itself
over to lawlessness and violence, now becoming so prevalent. Not because of bad
parking; but because of bad leadership.
Is Indianapolis better off since Peterson took office? If you can say yes, you must be
in a small clique of insider elitist Democrats or maybe you are a wealthy owner of a
parking lot or a sports franchise.
Indianapolis deserves better. Don’t accept leadership by manipulation, stop it before
it is too late, vote for anybody but Peterson.
Ted Bulthaup
Former Owner, Hollywood Bar & Filmworks
The opinions stated herein are
entirely my own, and would
constitute defamation if untrue,
which I would be more than happy
to defend myself against in any
forum.

Let Peterson Know How You Feel
Below are some of the 5,000 emails and letters of support and concern I received
after closing. My original essay and more comments are still posted at
wwwfilmworksonline.com. If you are in the minority and don’t think this was a real
problem, read those comments or email me and I’ll send the studies and other
comments. Feel free to contact me at ted@atriptothemovies.com.
After serving overseas in support of Operation Enduring Freedom, my fellow soldiers and I often talked about returning home and
“hanging out” at Hollywood Bar & Film Works. I can not tell you the disappointment we each felt once it was brought to our attention
that the memories we were creating in our minds through those exhausting days in Afghanistan would never become a reality.
Speaking as a soldier who fights for the rights and freedom of our nation, it saddens me deeply when our government CHOOSES to
turn their backs on the “average Joe” to support the pockets of either themselves or a friend of the family. I just wanted to
personally tell you thanks for the great business and service you brought to Indianapolis. I am happy I had the chance to create
great memories of downtown with Hollywood Bar & Film Works. Sad to see you go.
-Malika
So mad to hear about your situation and closing our favorite movie theater. My brother is a reporter for the local AP and he has
always said Mayor Bart is a snake…. and we are lifelong democrats. I am sorry I voted for Melina Kennedy and glad she lost. On a
trip back from the airport thru downtown my brother-in-law pointed out how great the new stadium is looking. I wanted to scream.
Indianapolis won’t be a world class city until it embraces arts and culture and the uniqueness of small businesses like yours instead
of driving them out! Good luck and thank you for showing us wonderful movies in your beautiful theater. -Bruce
I was an employee at the Hollywood in Indianapolis. I would like to start off by saying that I loved working for you. It was the best
time of my life and even months after closing I am still saddened that I no longer work for you. I don’t think any of your former
employees will be able to find another work place that can compare. There were women there that were pregnant and they
supported their families by themselves. I honestly I think Heather would still be there today if you had not closed. She was so
lonely after Hollywood closed that she took her own life. -Elizabeth
My wife and I would like to thank you for the 15 years that you stuck with downtown. I work on a daily basis with the City on public
bid/spec for municipal projects and have been amazed at the waste of taxpayer dollars on those city projects. Your two articles
have opened my eyes to other wasteful corrupt areas of our (local) government and I applaud you for bringing it to public view.
Good luck on your future endeavors and should you ever run for office, give me a call, I would be glad to support you. -Name
withheld.
Just read most of the monograph you wrote: The demise of Hollywood Bar & Filmworks. My dad owned a business on S. Delaware,
and his dad before him. I sold it to the CIB to make way for Conseco Field House. You are a hero for making your views known
and writing so eloquently about them. Your writing should be mandatory reading for high school economics students.
-Kim
I am writing to thank you. First, I appreciate the establishment you created and all of the good times I had there. Second, I want to
thank you for leaving your website up and running. Albeit lengthy, your write up was informative and inspirational. I agree that
Indianapolis has slowly squeezed the life out of its own downtown and the loss of Hollywood is just another example. Thank you for
not going silently. -Matthew
My boyfriend and I have come over for Valentine’s Day for the last 3 years and a couple of other times in between. We enjoyed it,
and I was really looking forward to coming there in a few weeks, but to my surprise when I went to the website it had said that you
were closed. I am not from Indianapolis so I did not know. We drive over from Richmond, IN by the Ohio border. Thanks for the
memories. The food was great, the drinks were great, and the atmosphere was great. We will miss coming to Indy.
-Erin
Dude - you got the hammer out. Sorry, I work in the hospitality industry and I have to stay under the radar, so I’m not putting my
name on this, but a lot of dysfunctional things I have observed with downtown Indy over the years suddenly make sense now that
you have shined the light on them. I only hope some reporter will have the cojones to put things out there the way you have. The
IBJ did it with the church of God Extension and the Star did it with the library construction; why can’t they do it with IDI? But as far
as Hollywood Bar & Filmworks and getting this IDI report out to the public, will it happen? Probably not, but well done. Hate to see
you go!
-Anonymous

I read your lengthy narrative of all of the politics and corruption on IDI and CIB headed by Tamara Zahn and Melina Kennedy. This
helped to explain so many mysteries. I always wondered why parking downtown was made either difficult or costly if the downtown
wanted to compete with businesses in the suburbs. Unfortunately, only for the sport franchises and the parking interests. We also
wondered how so much money could still be owed on the Hoosier Dome when all of the money from the restaurant surtax and event
profits were going to pay off the debt. “Enron” is the right word to apply to what has been going on. I think Mitch Daniels had some
insight into the corruption at CIB and wanted to keep the tax revenues to pay for the new stadium from going into “The Mayor’s
Slush Fund”. Finally, I want to thank you for giving us insight into the real character of Melina Kennedy. She is not to be trusted. I
hope voters get the message before it’s too late. Thank you for having the courage to tell us your experience with city organizations
run by these dishonest and corrupt people. Maybe the media will be shamed by the fact that you scooped them on a story that they
miss or ignored.
-Brian
How about it Indy Star, WISH, WXIN, WTHR, WRTV??? I heard the WIBC interview! Was the whole downtown parking issue
buried in favor of the Mayor’s interest???? All this recent talk about Peterson’s “LEADERSHIP ABILITIES” we’ve recently heard
now sounds highly questionable!!!
-Anonymous Indy
Are you serious? The press seriously and comprehensively looks into anything with the Peterson administration? I agree with you
100%, but it isn’t going to happen. Watch for the opening of 300 East in the Julia Carson Building soon!
-R.P.
I am quite saddened to hear that Hollywood Bar & Film Works has closed! I grew up in Indianapolis and have many wonderful
memories of nights spent at your theater. After traveling extensively over the country I have never found a theater experience as
unique or enjoyable. Not even in ACTUAL HOLLYWOOD CALIFORNIA, where I currently live! You provided your patrons excellent
food and drink, comfortable leather chairs, “stadium” seating, reasonable prices, and a safe haven for smokers. It was the perfect
movie-going experience without question. The loss of Hollywood Bar & Filmworks is truly a loss for Indianapolis. It made me
PROUD to sit in your theater and be greeted by “Bob and Tom” among other local celebrities on screen. It made me feel like this
was INDIANAPOLIS’ theater and nobody could take that away from us. I can’t tell you how many countless people over the years
I’ve bragged to about “The best theater in the world” and it’s home in downtown Indy. Hollywood Bar & Filmworks has always been
my “must do while in Indy” selling points for first time visitors and that’s a pretty exclusive club! For what it’s worth, your theater was
ALWAYS something for me to look forward to each year when visiting my home town. Sadly, as the city changes, each year I have
less and less reason to come home…or even call Indianapolis home. I just wanted to thank you for serving local Indianapolis
community so well for many years, and for giving me such great memories! You will be missed!! -Kevin
We have been going to Hollywood every week since you first opened. Our date night has always been at Hollywood which always
included the best pizza in town. Not sure what to do now that you’re gone. Your establishment has spoiled us so much that we can’t
go to a regular movie theater anymore. Some of your employees have become great friends over the last 15 years and we will miss
them so much. I enjoyed bringing Christmas gift bags for all of your employees. We were glad to see that you had the guts to say
something about the unfair parking situation and the non-support of local businesses in the downtown area. We support everything
you said. We have been in mourning for 2 weeks now and still don’t know what to do on date night. Thank you for 15 wonderful
years of great movies and delicious pizza. You were the BEST movie theater in Indianapolis, by far, and we will miss you. -Steve
& Launa
Hollywood was not just a place to see a movie; it was a place to talk, love and live. When my son was finally 18 I was able to take
him there to relax and really enjoy dinner and a movie…after he moved out, I went with “gal pals”. Most recently that was the only
place my sweetheart and I went because it felt like home…we would go about 3 times a week…We were even at a pre-movie show
when another patron proposed to his sweetheart!! Well at one point, one gal behind us said…”awww that is “our song”…”and her
friend tried to get her to look at the screen instead of talking. On the screen was “Mary…” then another slide said “will you marry
me?” It took a few minutes for her to realize it was (for) her. He came upstairs with a box in his hand, the house lights came up and
everyone below stood up and cheered…she was in shock of course and said yes. Now where else can that happen? Where ever
you go, we would like to know and rejoin our “family” at the movies. -Cindy
I can’t tell you how saddened I was to hear that my beloved Hollywood Bar & Filmworks closed. This was by far the greatest place
in Indianapolis not just to take the out-of -towners but anyone you knew. The good service, excellent food, and fun atmosphere
were keys that led to this great small business success. It seems that the Mayor directly forced you out of Indianapolis. All I can
say is that man is a fool for letting such an integral part of downtown life go. You were the business I touted when friends said

“Indiana is stupid - there’s never anything to do”. I would always retort, “Well, have you ever been to Hollywood Bar & Filmworks?”
Your business and all the joys it gave will be missed and I will look for you whenever I get the chance to travel near Chicago.
Unfortunately, I live in Indianapolis where apparently if good times that aren’t part of a major sporting event they are frowned upon.
-Ed
I was so disappointed to hear that one of my favorite places in Indianapolis closed. I want to thank you for years of enjoyment. I
started going to your movie theater when my kids were little and they could enjoy the (Saturday morning) movie. I have just started
having my first grandchildren, the oldest is 2 and we were planning to visit your establishment and start the tradition with another
generation. My heart is saddened that I won’t be able to enjoy the same great times in your movie house with my grandchildren as I
did with my children. -Eleanor
There are so many people that LOVE Hollywood. My friend and I went there together at least once a month to relax after work and
our trip last week didn’t happen. I bought my brother gift certificates last year to Hollywood and he was ecstatic. There is NO place
better than Hollywood to watch a movie. My friends from out of town loved going there and were all very upset to find out that
Hollywood had closed. -Cherise
I went to your website today and to my amazement you are now closed. My husband and I enjoyed going to Hollywood for years
now. We had our first date there and now have been married for 2 years. In fact, most of the wait staff knew us and would already
know what we were going to order. We had a baby 8 weeks ago and hadn’t been to the movies in about 5 weeks. We were looking
forward to visiting you on Friday, but we will have to find something else to do. I read your statement on the website today and
completely agree with the parking situation. There were many times my husband and I would drive down to see a movie and
parking was way too expensive and we could not justify paying $20 for parking to see a movie. I do hate that parking problems
have caused you to close Hollywood, but we completely understand. I just wanted to send our support and let you know that
Hollywood will be missed. -Jason & Nicole
It was a breath of fresh air to read your newspaper articles. Nothing like honesty and bare facts. Our illustrious Mayor has done
some dirty underhanded things to a lot of people and has hurt and is hurting a lot of good people. I’ve been involved in some
meetings and am appalled at the way he gets things done. He is ruining public safety. I am a retired Marion County Deputy Sheriff
and our retirees are losing insurance benefits etc., the active officers are losing much more. Sheriff Anderson is just a puppet of
Peterson’s. The officers have no one to stand up for them. Thank you for standing up and being heard.
-Jane
Hollywood Bar & Filmworks was one of the really great features of Indy and it is a great loss. Thank you for all your information
about what went on with the Mayor and Melina Kennedy. I own a small business. Our local politicians have their heads so far up
Simon’s back side its unreal! What happens to the little guy…you guessed it; we get screwed again and again. -Shell
Hello…my name is Linda and I want to thank you for your email to give people like me a chance to speak to you. Words cannot
express how sorry I am that Hollywood closed. I didn’t know you were closed until my sister told me after I suggested we go see
“The Departed” there. The first place we thought of was Hollywood - how ironic. When she told me it was closed, it was as if
someone had taken a knife and stabbed me in my stomach. I am so crushed and I hope you will receive this email in the heartfelt
way it is being sent to you. I remember when Hollywood opened; I cannot tell you how many visits I made downtown. I remember
when you expanded and I was so happy for you. Sometimes I’d come early just so I would have time to linger over the posters.
Then there were the birthday parties, get-togethers with friends for a night at the movies, or just by myself on margarita night. I ran
into the same problem you mentioned that others ran into, parking downtown during special events. I’m very disappointed. - Linda
I was aware of the parking problem – hell, that’s why WE don’t come downtown! However, knowing that a fantastic place like
Hollywood Bar & Filmworks has closed makes me so sad. This should have NEVER happened! I’m on disability-hubby doesn’t
make a lot - we’d make a real treat of a rare night downtown. We’d come to your place, eat, drink, & be merry! We could almost
always find a free spot on South Meridian St, or sometimes even a good handicapped spot! Not anymore. We could go to a
comedy club downtown, but there’s something missing if we can’t afford to eat or even have a soda because what extra money we
had to spend went to over priced parking. So there ya- go; another voice telling the powers that be that they’ve priced us right out of
an area we support with our taxes, but do they listen? We’ll miss your business -it was such a great place. I’m sorry you got
(pardon me) screwed! I hope another city will appreciate what you have to offer-our loss is their gain. And three cheers on laying it
all out in the Star!!!
-Diana

Reading your comments on the lack of support for your business by the IDI or the city of Indianapolis, I could certainly empathize
with your situation. You are correct, all too often when people gain “power” through the government they often use their economic
clout to wait you out hoping that you will run out of money and give up. I can only hope that through the election process we can put
people in office that can stand up for what is right and just honorable for all the citizens. -Rick
I seem to recall a news article regarding the city’s condemnation of some parking facilities. The stink seemed to be that the city was
condemning them, then transferring control to the CIB, then to one of their hand picked pet organizations to “manage.” The
transference of property from one private party to another through governmental discourse is very disconcerting. You are correct in
your assertion that the city should provide discounted parking. This would encourage businesses and customers to frequent the
downtown area. The parking problem downtown is so bad that I have chosen to keep my business away from there – where the
parking is free. -Steven
I’m so sad to hear that Hollywood had closed. It was always on of my favorite places to go for a special night out with the friends,
and it was one of the best places to take-out-of-town guests, to show them the good side of Indianapolis. My friend Sam used to go
often and indulge in the most exquisite chocolate martinis ever. It was such a wonderful place with such wonderful memories.
You’re right, my friends and I don’t LIKE Hollywood, we LOVE it. Also, I appreciate your very informative posting on the website.
I’d had a suspicion the downtown situation wasn’t as rosy as the government and newspapers said, and I never had enough
information to put together the whole picture. It’s a shame that something so stupid as parking and greed can scuttle all the
progress you entrepreneurs have made downtown. Thank you for fighting the good fight. -Kathy
I just heard the tragic news. I’m heartbroken! I haven’t lived in Indy since the late 90’s, but I make the annual trek back for a Colts
game and a dose of Hollywood. I had our bachelorette party there the night before our wedding. Wonderful fond memories (even if
the marriage wasn’t!). I’m disappointed that I won’t be able to go to Hollywood anymore. -Michele
I’m finally getting around to writing my farewell to Hollywood Bar & Filmworks. Even though it’s been months since you closed, my
friends and I still catch ourselves saying “let’s wait until it comes to Hollywood to go see that”. It was our place to go to see a movie
we weren’t sure we’d really like because, well, anything was good at Hollywood. -Shannon
Say it ain’t so. It is like waking up from a horrible nightmare. I know there are worse things that can fall upon us as human beings,
but I have been going to Hollywood for along time and my sanctuary has closed. I tried to visit at least once a week. I have brought
friends, family, bosses you name it. I have brought co-workers from Israel and a friend from Japan. I have brought my girlfriends
parents there to try and break the ice. I even invited my entire crew from the fire department. Melina did not get my vote and I will
also remind my friends that when Mr. Peterson is up for re-election of the same. -Name withheld for obvious reasons.
As a long time customer and someone who misses seeing movies at Hollywood Bar & Filmworks (it was the only place I went to see
movies) I just wanted to let you know that the city has had its bond rating dropped, apparently others have noticed how this city is
run. -John
I am utterly at a loss for words. I just finished reading the article about why Hollywood is closing and I am truly angry. I was going to
introduce two of our best friends to Hollywood this weekend. My heart breaks for everyone involved. We have pretty much stopped
going downtown due to the cost of parking. The garage next to your building used to be the only garage we would use and when
the prices started changing and going up, we just started finding other places to go. I do hope that you know how much joy you have
brought to so many people in the past 15 years. -Shyla
As an Indianapolis area native living in Louisville, KY, I make frequent trips to Indy with my friends. I just heard about the closing of
Hollywood Bar & Filmworks and while I don’t usually write letters like this, I was moved to act. After reading the website I
understand that you closed because the city of Indianapolis doesn’t value small businesses or the customers they bring to
downtown. I implore you; don’t throw the baby out with the bath water. Don’t give up on the people of Indianapolis and those who
visit, we should not lose the great entertainment and dining experience that is Hollywood Bar & Filmworks. While I don’t live in the
state, I’m still a Hoosier, please don’t give up on us.
-Kevin
My first trip to Hollywood Bar & Filmworks was to see “The Wizard of Oz” on the big screen. It was something I’ve enjoyed every
year since with the Munchkins. I made sure that my friends and I went once a month or so and always when you had a visitor in the

house. That always made it special and you’ve got to love the chance to get an autograph. So I’m sorry you’re gone. You’ll be
sorely missed. We just need to take a trip to Chicago! -Terry
I have been a yearly member of the Hollywood Bar & Filmworks for so many years, probably the year you opened. It has always
bugged me how they jacked up (parking) rates for special events. Hollywood was my favorite place to go downtown and is for my
entire family. We are very sad about the news. -Linda
Very well written article on your website. I have lived in the Indianapolis area all my life. The parking issue is definitely bad. I
usually end up parking in the mall because it’s $1.50 but why wouldn’t they make it $1.50 in every parking garage all over the city.
More people would come downtown more often. Now we have to search for parking on the street and if it was a game night forget
it. There is hardly any parking available unless you want to pay the price of parking for special events. I had made Hollywood a
tradition. Thanks for the memories!!
-Jane
I strongly agree with (you on) the parking problems. I always feel that Indianapolis government does not care about their own
people. Every time there is a game, don’t expect me to come downtown. That’s how much of shame it is. I have always felt that
Indiana is such a backward state. That’s how I see downtown in the next 5 years. I can see myself getting out of Indiana around
that time too! -Christine
I was there the last night Hollywood was open. You know it’s been some time since Hollywood closed its doors and it never feels the
same here in Indianapolis . Really, downtown just doesn’t have the same magic. I just wanted to express how great it was having it
here for 15 years. It really was more then just a place to see a movie, it was like an old friend.
-Jeffrey
I took the time read your ad today and just want to tell you I admire your guts and the strength of your convictions. I know all of the
players in a peripheral way and the details you describe confirm a lot of my previous suspicions, especially about IDI. Good Luck
with this fight. It would do the city a lot of good if Zahn or members of the current administration addressed the issues you raise.
Good luck. This is what citizen government is all about. -Joe
If any part of Ted Bulthaup’s claims are true, shame on the Mayor for his conduct and (shame)on the “investigative” news persons in
Indianapolis. And shame on the public, especially those of us, like me, who know we have been affected and have never voiced
objections. It does seem as though the current thinking is to make downtown a great place for just sports fans and to hell with the
taxpayers, but if we don’t hold our government accountable we have only ourselves to blame.
-Sheila

